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P. I. PASTRO* 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 
and University of Padua, Padova, Italy 35131 
Two integrals of Ramanujan are used to define a q-analogue of the Euler beta 
integral on the real line and of the Cauchy beta-integral on the complex unit circle. 
Such integrals are connected to orthogonal, biorthogonal and Laurent polynomials. 
Explicit examples of Laurent orthogonal polynomials are given on the real line and 
on the circle. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The following work is a study of two integrals of Ramanujan and of 
polynomials related to them. These two integrals, found by G. Andrews in 
1976 and evaluated by R. Askey in 1982 [3], are connected with the q-beta 
function and are analogous of the Euler and Cauchy integrals (Sects. I
and II). In Section III we define two families of polynomials that are 
biorthogonal with respect o the q-beta distribution on the unit circle. They 
are basic hypergeometric series that generalize the hypergeometric 
polynomials associated with the beta distribution on the circle. The weight 
function can be found from the asymptotic behavior of these polynomials. 
Section IV is about Laurent polynomials on the real line. These are a 
new family of orthogonal “polynomials,” introduced by Jones and Thron 
[9]. The difference between them and orthogonal polynomials is that they 
are Laurent polynomials, i.e., both positive and negative powers occur. No 
explicit examples were given in [9]. We find one set explicitly, those 
orthogonal with respect to the log-normal distribution. For some q-beta 
distributions (and the beta distribution on (0, co)) it is also possible to find 
these polynomials explicitly, but now there are only finitely many, since 
moments become infinite if the degree is too large. 
In Section V we find orthogonal polynomials related to the integrals of 
Ramanujan in Sections I and II. They are q-analogue of the Laguerre 
* This research was supported by the National Research Council of Italy. 
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polynomials and the little q-Jacobi polynomials found by Hahn and 
studied by Andrews and Askey [2], Ismail [8], and Moak [lo]. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Askey for 
suggesting the problem and for his helpful discussions. 
1. A q-ANALowE OF THE BETA FUNCTION 
In a previous paper [3] Askey gave a derivation of Ramanujan’s iden- 
tity: 
(1.1) 
where q = e-2k2 and 
(t; q)m = fi (1 - tq”). 
n=O 
We will assume 141 < 1, and usually 0 < q < 1. To prove this result in a dif- 
ferent way we will use the following functional identity satisfied by Z, 
Z(u, b)=j+m e-r2+2mX(1 +uqe2k”)(-uq2e2k”;q),(-bqe-2k”; q)m dx 
--tc 
=Z(aq, b)+uqjt;‘ e~*2+2x(k+m)(-uq2e2kx;q)m(-bqe~-2kx;q)oo dx; 
-Ix1 
hence with the substitution of x by x + k, 
Z(u, b) = Z(uq, b) + uq1’2e2mkZ(u, bq) 
and in the same way by symmetry 
Z(u, 6) = Z(u, bq) + bq1’2e- 2mkZ(uq, b). 
These two functional identities imply 
Z(a, b) = 
1 -ubq 1 -ubq 
1 _ bq’/2e-2mk z(a, bq) = 1 - aq112e2mk Z(as, b). 
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Since 
Z(a, b)= 
1 -abq 1 - abq2 
1 _ bq’/Ze -2mk * 1 _ aq1/2e2mk Z(as, bq) 
and Z(0, 0) = &em’, by iteration we can conclude that (1.1) holds. This 
integral can be rewritten as 
&(~ + 4, &(P + 3 
q~+P+l> 
where Z,(t), the q-gamma function of Thomae defined by 
l-,#)=fi (1 -q)l-‘, 
3 cc 
is a q-extension of Euler’s gamma function in the sense that 
lim Z,(t) = Z(t) 
q+1- 
(see [4, 53 for more details). Then in the limiting case q + 1 - the left side 
of (1.2) becomes the usual beta function while the right side will be 
2 j-1 (l+e2*)-a- (l/2)(1 +e~2”)-8-(li2)dx= 
I 
cc 
,b+ (l/2) dx 
. (1.3) 
0 (1 +x)cL+8+l 
To see this, observe that the integrand in (1.2), 
l-9 - (4; 4103 e
k& 
-(~2/k2)(_q~+‘e2”;q),(-q~+‘e-2”;q), 
can be divided into the factors 
(-4 
a+ $2”; q)m( -q8+ $-2x; q)m 
(-4 1Pe2”; q)m( -q’@2”; q), 
(1.4) 
409 II? x-14 
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and 
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1-q -e-‘X21k2)(q; q)m( -q1/2$“; q)J -q”*e-*“; q)m. 
kJ;; 
Because of the Gauss-Jacobi triple product (see [4]), 
(q; q)m(q1’2t; q),(q”*t-l; q)m = -y (-1)” q”2’2t” 
-02 
the second factor can be written as 
and therefore 
(n2/k2)n2 - 2n(in/k2)x (1.5) 
by the Poisson inversion formula 
x e- k2n2 f 2xn _ f ex2/k2 r ,-(n2/k2)n2- 2ai(n/kz)x. 
-cc 
Hence in the limiting case q + 1~ or equivalently k -+ 0 the second factor 
becomes 2 because the sum in (1.5) reduces to the term with n = 0. Further- 
more when q + l- the first factor becomes 
(1 +,2x)-a-W2)(1 +e-2X)-8-w*) 
as previously said in (1.3). This is a consequence of the q-binomial theorem 
(see C41h 
and of the fact that if ItI < 1 and a = qa, when q + 1. 
(a),=a(a+ l)...(a+n-1). 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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This result holds by analytic continuation in the complex plane cut on 
[I, co[. In our case t = -e*” and so the limit holds for any real x. The 
above formal argument is correct when a > -f and /I > -4. It is easy to see 
that the integral (1.3) converges then and those are the conditions we will 
give for the convergence of the integral (1.2). Observe that the integrand 
function in (1.2) can be rewritten as 
( -aqe2x; q)d-bqe-*“; q), 
wx; 4 b) = c ( +2e2x; q)m( -ql/2e-2x; q)m T(x), (1.8) 
where c is a constant and T(x) is defined by (1.5), a = q’, b = q8. It implies 
and if m=max{lal, lbl}, 
+a (-mqe*“; q)oo 
<24-%7; 4L2 IO (-ql/2e2x; q)m T(x) dx (1.9) 
since T is positive and symmetric. Then if m d q’/*, 
3/2e2x; q) m 
Gc( -vi 4L lam i 3i2e2x; q)m T(x) dx 
Gc(-mq;qL Ip: 1 +Mqp:c2”dx- 
because ( -mqe2X; q)a is an increasing function of m and T(x) is periodic 
and then bounded by a real number M. Then when la/ < q”* and lb/ 6 q’/* 
the integral (1.2) converges and by analytic continuation and the identity 
(1.2) it converges when Ial <q-l’*, 161 <q-l’*, that is when a > -1, /I? > -4 
in the case a, /I real. Otherwise when a 6 -$ or /Id -t the integral (1.2) 
does not converge because H is positive and for x > r, r large enough 
H(x; qm, q8) > H(x; q - I’*, qB) 3 dT(x), d>O, ad -4 
since when x + + co, 
(-qB+1ep2X; 4L ~ 1. 
(-4 ‘l*e-2”; q)m 
Hence we have divergence because T(x) > 1. 
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II. A q-ANALOGUE OF THE CAUCHY BETA INTEGRAL 
In [3] Askey also derived Ramanujan’s formula, 
(2.1) 
where as before q = e p2k2. We will give a new proof which helps explain 
what the integral is. Without loss of generality we can suppose m = 0 
because it can be removed by translation and redefinition of a and b. After 
the substitution x by (n/k) x, 
E=? +a 
k s 
e - (n21k2)x2 dx 
-oo (uq’/2e2nix; q)~(bq’/2e~2”ix; q)& 
= i z J1’ ,.q~:2e2~i~;‘~~~~~~~e~*i.~; q) 
13 z 
since eanix is a periodic function. We can expand the series: 
(n2/k2)(x + II)~ 
in its Fourier’s series: 
because of the Gauss-Jacobi triple product (see Sect. I). Now we conclude 
that the integral (2.1) is equivalent to 
To evaluate (2.2) we can use the identity (see [4]) 
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Since the sum reduces to the term with n = 0: 
E=J;; (-b%q)cD(-~q;qLc 
(&K 4)x ’ 
that is (2.1) when m = 0. 
This proof holds when the following condition on the variable t of (2.3) 
holds (see a similar condition in [4]), 
I&-‘I < /tl < 1; 
that is, 
I@ < bq 1’2e2rrirl < 1 
or 
Ial < qp and 161 <q-l/* if O<q< 1. 
Therefore we can write the following identities: 
(a; q),(b; q)m 1 71 (-q”*?; q)m( -q1’2e-iX; q)m dx 
(q; q),(ubq-‘; q)m =% s --s ( -uqpl’*ei’; q)a( -bqpl’*ep’“; q)30’ (2.4) 
qa+/?-1) 1 K 
s 
(-4 lPeix; q)m( -qli*e-ix; q)m dx =- 
r,(a) r,(b) 2n --n (-qsrp(“*)eiX; q)m( -qB-(“2)e-i~r; q)a3’ (2.5) 
In the next section we use (2.4) and (2.5) without the minus signs in the 
infinite products on the right terms. We remark that shifting x by 7r 
removes them and it does not change the value of the integrals. The 
integral (2.5) is a q-version of the Cauchy beta integral 
r(a+/?--1) 2z+pp’ +m 
s 
dt 
=- 
T(a) NJ) 271 -00 (1 - it)“( 1 + it)P 
=&!I (1 +e’x)m-l(l +e-‘X)p-‘dx (2.6) * 
This is a consequence of the q-binomial theorem (1.7) in the case q -+ 1 -. 
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III. SOME BIORTHOG~NAL POLYNOMIALS ON THE COMPLEX UNIT CIRCLE 
In [ 11, Vol. I, p. 3041 there are two families of biorthogonal 
polynomials with respect o the beta distribution (2.6). These two sets are 
Mx; 4 fl) = ZF1 ( -n, ci 2 _ n _ p; erx ) , 
where *R’i is the hypergeometric series 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
F 2 I 
. 
The biorthogonal relation is 
i = R,(x; cc, /I) S,(x; a, /I) eix1n-B”2 -77. I I 
sin 5 
a+/& 2 
2 dx = AnI J,,, . 
We want to note that the weight function is the same in (2.6) as one can 
easily see from the second identity (set t = x + rc and use periodicity). Then 
it is reasonable to think that q-version of R, and S, exist for the q-beta dis- 
tribution in (2.5). In fact let 
Q,(c a> P) = f’,(c B, a), cr#l,BfL (3.1) 
n = 0, 1) 2 )... They are an extension of the polynomial in [ 111 because as 
q+l- 
Pn + Rn and Q,,-+S,,. 
Besides the following biorthogonal relation holds: 
& j: P,(e’“; c(, p) Q,(e -j-‘; ~1, ,0) W(x; CI, fi) dx = h(n) b,,,, (3.2) 
7c 
where W(x; ~1, /?) is the q beta-distribution in (2.5), and CI > f and p > $ for 
the convergence of the integral. This is a straightforward consequence of 
the identity (2.3) that permits us to rewrite the integral in the following 
way: 
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c@+P- 1) 
q4 cg, 
. .f (4-Y 4)rkf; 4)r (q(3/2)--a)r 
r=lJ (4; 4L(q2-"-"; 4L 
x i t4-"; 4)j(4"; 4)j 
j=f) (4; q)j(q2p"-8i 4)j 
(q(W-P)j 
x y (4'? 4)s 
d-m (4"; 4)s 
(qz-~l,*,)x~~~ er.x(s+i-r)dx. 
x 
The integral vanishes unless s = r-j, so the third sum reduces to 
(4'-ai 4)r-.j 
(4'; 4)r- j 
tqa- (lD))r-i. 
Since 
= 
(ql-'; q)r(q'-'-'; q)J qj(8-(1/2))+r(or~(1/2)) 
the value of the integral will be 
, 
j=o (4; 4)i(42-"-p; q)jtq"-'; 4)j 
The second sum can be computed using Jackson’s formula (see [ 1, For- 
mula 3.3.121) -for the balanced basic hypergeometric series 
3q2 
4 -“;eb: q, q) = (z; q).($ q)]b’; q)n ($ q)n (3.3) 
when q l- “ab = de, and 3(p2(udbc”; q, t) is defined by: 
n=O (4; qLt4 qL(e; q),, t 
f  (ai q)n(b; q)n(c; q)n n 
’ 
Therefore we obtain 
T,(cr+/3-1) (q2-n-a-p;q)” f ~q-m;q~~~ql~“;q~r~q’+r-n~q~n 
f,(a) f,(p) (q2--@; qJn r=O (4; qL(q2-“-“; qL(ql--a+r--n; q)n qr. 
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If we suppose that m <n then the value of the integral is 0 since 
(4 ‘+r-n;q)n=O, r<m<n. 
Otherwise if n <m the series reduces to 
mfn (9rmi 9)n+ j(4l -'i 41, 
j=O (49 4)j(42pmpa; 4)n+., 
(j+n=r) 
(q-“; q)n(ql+n-m; q)m-n(q’+n-m--l; qLn 
= (q2-m-a; q),(q2+“w~y; q)m~,(q"..m; q)m-, q"=O. 
If n = m we can conclude that the value of the integral is 
h(n) = &(a + P - 1 x4; 4MqZ + a ‘; s)n q n 
r (W UN4’-‘3) 4 4 ) n (4-W 3 n 
and so (3.2) is proved. 
From the definition of P, and Qn it is easy to see that 
P,(e’“; a, a) = Q,(eC’x; a, a); aE[W 
and hence we can conclude that P,(e”; a, a) is a set of orthogonal 
polynomials on the unit circle with respect to the real weight function 
W(x; a, a). For more details on orthogonal polynomials on the circle see 
[ 123 and Chap. 7 of [6]. This set of polynomials is the same as those in 
[ 11, I, p. 806,807]: defined by 
According to that notation we can rewrite P, and Q, in the following way: 
where 
(3.4) 
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The biorthogonality relation between (50,) and {$,,j is 
& 11, cpx(eiX; A, 8) $,(e-“; A, B) W,(x; A, B) dx=h,(n) 6,,n 
where 
We can compute these polynomials in the limiting case q + w, w is a 
primitive Mh root of unity, say w = eZniiM. In other words, if q = ws, 
0~s~ 1, we want to know what happens when S--P I-. 
The weight function can be rewritten as 
fi (1 4x(ws)“+“/2’)(l -,-~.‘(ws)n+w2)) 
n=O (1 -,~.~,(,,)‘f+W2))(1 -e-9(,,)r~+(‘/29 
ej~w.j+(l/2)sM~+J+(1/:))(1 _e-~xw~+(l/2)sMn+j-t(1/2)) = jJol .ij;, &g wj+(l12tsMn+/+(11?))(1 _p-i~~wj+il12)sM~+~+(ij2)) 
SM)oc(e-'.~(WS)~+(l/2); pf), 
sM),(e-'"B(,vs)-i+('/Z'. 
2 ox> - 
Because of the q-binomial theorem (1.6) and the limit (1.7), we have that 
when s + l- the weight function W, becomes 
M-l 
W,(X; a, /3)= n (1 -e’rwj+(1/2))n(1 -e-i.rwi+(l/2))p, 
J=o 
where we assumed A =snM and B=sPM. In particuIar if t =eixw’/’ 
M-l 
W,(x;a, p)= I-I (1 -tw-jy(l -t-‘w’)fl 
j=O 
This is the weight function for the polynomials we will now determine. One 
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way to give biorthogonal sets of polynomials is to determine their 
recurrence relations. The recurrence relations for { vp,} and { $, > are 
where the $,* and q,* are the manic polynomials associated to $,, and q,: 
cp,*( t) = qn’* (4; 4L - cP,(t; A, W, 
(Aq; q)n 
The two recurrence relations are easy to prove directly in this particular 
case. Furthermore such relations exist for any two sets of biorthogonal 
polynomials as Baxter proved in [7, Sects. 3-61. 
So we must compute what $z+ ,(O) and cp,*+ ,(O) are, and find what they 
become in the limiting case q = SW and s + 1 : 
cp,*+ ,(O) = q(n+1)/2 (4;4)n+l pa7+1. 
(4; 41, + I (4; q)n + 1 ’ 
hence with the usual substitutions 
In the limiting case s + l--, it will be 
=o ifn+l $ Omod M, 
In the same way we can prove that the limiting value of 
is (- l)k (~l)~/(fl+ l)k if n + 1 = kM and 0 otherwise. 
Hence in the limiting case when q is a primitive Mth root of unity, the 
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PA and {QJ P 1~ o nomials become { pn} and {qn} defined by the 
recurrence relations 
(P)k 
PMk(f) = ?PMkp l(l) + (- 1 lk- 
b+l)k* 
Mk-‘q,b,k-I(t-l), 
p,(t)=tp,+,(t)ifi $ 0 modM, 
talk 
qWk(f)=tq~k~l(f)+(-l)k- 
(b+ l)k 
tMk-‘PMk-,(f-I): 
qi(t) = tqi- l(t) if i & 0 mod M, 
PO(t) =40(t) = 1. 
The biorthogonal relation between {p,} and { qn} is 
& jr p,(e”) q,(e-“) W2(x; a, P) dx = h,(n) 6,,n, n 
where: 
ta+8+ l)k 
h2(n)= (a + l)k(j? + l)k’ 
n+l 
k= M [ 1 
([ ] the integer part function), is the limit of 
(4ff’; dm(Bqnfli q)‘x 
(4 PI+ l;qLwf+ ‘; 9L 
In [7] Baxter studied the biorthogonality on the circle by a theoretical 
point of view. The polyomials studied in this section are an explicit exam- 
ple of his theory. In particular, Section III of Baxter’s paper is about the 
relation between polynomials and their weight function. He considered 
polynomials satisfying the recurrence relation 
u,(P) -u,- ,(e’“) = a,e’““o,(eC’“), 
o,(eF’“) - v,- I(epi-x) = ~neCin”u,(e’x), 
(3.6) 
and he proved the biorthogonality on the unit circle between u,(e’“) eernx 
and u,(e-‘“) einx with respect to the weight function [$‘I,I-] -l. The 
functions II/ + and II/ - are defined as the limit when n + cc of u, and u,, 
respectively, and the biorthogonality relation depends on the location of 
the zeros of t+++ and $-, that is $‘(t)#O, I,-(t-‘)#O when ItI ~1. 
Polynomials (Pn} and {Q,} defined in (3.1) and their weight function 
satisfy these conditions. 
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In our case the polynomials are defined by the relation 
P,*(t)= tp;-,(t)+ P,*(O) t”-‘Q,*pl(t ‘), P,*=l, 
Q:(t) = IQ,*-,(~) + Q:(O) t”- ‘P:- ,(tr’), Qt=L 
where P,*, Qz are the manic polynomials associated with P, and Q,. 
Such a relation is equivalent to (3.6) if 
p,*(e’“) = k, ‘e’““v,(e -~“), 
Q~(c’~) = k;lepi”“u,(e”), 
kn= fi (1 -~,A)> a, = Q;(O), P, = f’n*(O). 
r= I 
Hence we are going to compute the limits of 
k,e-‘““P,*(e’“), k,eznxQ,*(epiy) 
when n + co. 
It is easy to see that k, converges and that: 
When n --* 00 
(q-“; 41, (q” - 1). . . (q” - qr- ‘) 
(q1-.-2;q)r=(qn-q1-.)...(q.-q1~*)~q(a~”’ 
and so 
In the same way it is possible to prove that 
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The zeros of I,- and $ + satisfy Baxter’s conditions for biorthogonality; i.e., 
in fact 
*+(t)Zo, $-(t-‘)#Oif ItI < 1; 
i)‘(t)=0 when t=q (lppzpn 
l+-(t)=0 when t=qB-w2)+n ,n=o, l,.... 
Thus for IZ large enough the zeros of P,(t) are located inside the unit circle 
while the zeros of Q,(t) are outside. 
IV. SOME LAURENT ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
In [9] Jones and Thron studied distributions d+(t), where $ is a real- 
valued, bounded, nondecreasing function with infinitely points of increase 
on a 6 t 6 b (a, b possibly infinite) such that the moments 
M(n) = j” t” dljqt), 
a 
exists for any integer n (positive or negative). They showed that for such a 
ti(t) there exists a unique sequence of real orthogonal Laurent polynomials 
R,,(t), n E N, where 
RAtI= f a2,,,ti; Rz,,+l(f)= f a2n+I,jt’ 
,= -n ,= --,1-L 
and a 2n,n = a2” + I.~ = 1 for any n. 
Furthermore they gave the relation between polynomials and moments 
and the three-term recurrence relation 
R 2n+l(f)=(l-g2n+,f~‘)R2n(t)-f2n+,R2n~,(t), (4.1) 
R,(t)= 1; R,(t)=a ,,-, t-l+ 1, n= 1, 2 ,..., gi,f,.aO. 
The log-normal distribution is of the kind considered by Jones and Thron. 
In fact M(n), the moment of order n, exists for any integer n; 
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9 
112 SC =- s 2k,:;; --3c 
ex(n + I ) ~ (.r2/4k2) dx 
1 t = e” 
= qWek2(n + 1)’ = q - b’I2) -n, 
since, as usual, e P2k2 = q. 
In this particular case it is possible to compute explicitly the orthogonal 
Laurent polynomials. First, we want to prove that the following sets of 
polynomials: 
P,(t) = Qn(Q2fh n = 0, l,... , 
satisfy the biorthogonality relation 
i m p,(t) Q,(tp’) L(tdt = a(n) h,,,,, 0 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where 
112 
L(t) =4 e ~ Cl%- ct)12k12 
2k J;E 
2 x(n) = (qp”; 4h 4”, 
This is a consequence of the q-binomial theorem (1.6) with a = q -n 
Now we can conclude that 
R,(t)= t[“‘2’Q,(tr’), (4.4) 
where [(2m + 1)/2] = [2m/2] = m; is the set of orthogonal Laurent 
polynomials related to the log-normal distribution L(t). In fact if 
s= -m ,..., m - 1 
jam R,,(t) t”L(t) dt= jo= Q2,(tr’) tm+sL(t) dt=O, 
because of the biorthogonality relation (4.3) and the fact that t”+” can be 
written as a linear combination of Pi(t) with 0 < i < 2m. Hence the Laurent 
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polynomial R,, is orthogonal to any Ri with 0 < i< 2m because Rz, is 
orthogonal to t-“‘,..., t”-’ monomials of such an Ri. 
It is easy to see that the same argument holds when n is odd, and so R, 
is orthogonal to any R, if m <II. To complete the proof we must compute 
the value of p(n), 
P(n) = jam lXMl* L(t) dt. 
Because of the orthogonaiity property of the R, it is equivalent to 
B(n)= jom R2,Jt) tzmL(t) dt 
= om Q2,(t-I)t*mL(t)dt=a(n) (q'q)n q-(n2/*)p*n s (4-"; s)n 
when n is even, and in the same way when n is odd, 
p(n)= (q; q)n q-(n~/*)b~+w2), 
The recurrence relations in (4.1) are 
R,,(t)= (t-q-(“*)) R2n-I(t)-q-(1’2)(1 -q*“-‘I) R2n-2(t), 
R 2n+,(t)=(1-4p (1’2k’) R,,(t)-q- (“‘)( 1 - q2”) R,,- ,(t), 
R,,(t) = 1; R,(t) = -q-(“*)tp’ + 1, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
Jones and Thron have shown that orthogonal’ Laurent polynomials have 
real zeros and they are located on the smallest closed set containing the 
mass of the measure. 
Thus the zeros of R,(t), and also those of Q,(t), are all real and 
positive. This is not a new result, since the zeros of em(t) and those of 
s,(t) = f (4Y; 4)s qs*/Z(qm+ It)* 
s=o (9;4)s 
are positive at the same time, and S,(t) are constant multiples of the Stielt- 
jes-Wigert polynomials (see Szegij [ 12, Sect. 2.71). These polynomials are 
orthogonal with respect to the log-normal distribution, and so have 
positive zeros by a well-known result for orthogonal polynomials. It is 
interesting to see that the polynomials (4.2) are biorthogonal with respect 
to the weight function 
L’(t) = [(-q+; q)J -q1’2t--1; q)m]-’ 
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as well as to L(t). It is easy to see that 
I x PL’(t) dt = jm t” dt 0 0 ( -q”2t; q)mo( -q1’21t; q)cc 
I 
x t”(1 +qp”2t)dt = 
o ( -q Wf; dm(-q3’2/t; 4)x(1 + W”/N 
t *+‘dt 
‘4 
-I/2 3( 
I 0 (-4 --1’3; q)=( -qyt; q), 
s 
m 
= fl+(3/2) 
4 xn + ‘L’(x) dx. 
0 
Hence the functions L(t) and L’(t) have moments in the same geometric 
progression and so they are weight functions for the same polynomials. 
Naturally this holds also for the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials and for the 
Laurent polynomials (4.4). 
Furthermore there exists a connection between some biorthogonal 
polynomials on the line and Laurent polynomials. We explicitly showed 
how to find Laurent polynomials from the biorthogonal ones. The same 
argument holds in the general case and in both directions. 
In this case we consider (P, j and { Qn} generic polynomials 
biorthogonal with respect o the weight function w, i.e., 
I ’ QK’) Pm(t) w(t) dt=y(n) 6,,,. a 
Then R,(t) = tCni21Q,(tr’) are the Laurent polynomials associated to w(t). 
The proof is the same given for the explicit example with the log-normal 
distribution as weight function. On the other hand let be R,(t) Laurent 
polynomials respect w(t), i.e., 
s h R,(t) R,(t) w(t) dt=y’(n) ~nw. (4.5) u 
Then t- Cn’21 R II (t) = Qn(te ‘) is a polynomial in the indeterminate t--I. It is 
easy to see that if n is even 
s ,” Qzj(t ‘) Pw(t) dt = 1” Rzi(t) t”’ -‘w(t) dt a 
=o if m = O,..., 2j- 1, 
because of the (4.5) and the fact that t” is a linear combination of R,, 
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i6 2m. The same result holds if n is odd and so the set of polynomials 
z-~~‘*~R (t) = Q,(t-‘) satisfies a biorthogonal relation with w(t) as weight 
function” The connection exists also between the recurrence relations (4.1) 
and (3.5). 
Let be {Q,> and {Pn} manic biorthogonal polynomials, then 
P,+,(t)=tP,(t)+P,+,(O)t"Q,(t-',, 
Qn+,(t)=tQ,(t)+Q,+,(O,t"p,(t-'), 
P,=Q,= 1. 
(4.6) 
Hence from the second equation of (4.6) 
pn(t)= Q., f 
n 
~ [Q,,+ ,(r-‘I- r+QK’)l> l(O) 
[Q,(rr’)- tr’Q,-,(t-‘)I. 
By sustitution in the first equation of (4.6) 
Qn+K’)~Q~W’) Q,(O) 
Qn+ I(O) Qn(O) 
l+t-, 
Qn+ I(O) I
+t-l Qnd-') 
Qn- 16') 
P,(O) Q,- ,(O)-+$I. (4.7) 
n 
Then if Q,*(t) = Q,(t)/Q,(O) and Qz(t--‘)= tPrn12]R,,(t): 
t-C~1Rn+,(t)=t-C51R,(t) l+l’&] 
[ n+l 
+t-[+]Rn~,(t) g.~,(O)P..(O)-w]. 
F n 
This is the recurrence relation (4.1). In the same way from (4.1), which is 
equivalent to (4.7) with the usual notation, we can prove (4.6) if we define 
” 
p”(f)=Q,I,(0) - [Qn+‘(t-‘)-r-‘QJ-‘)I. 
The relations (4.1) define a set of Laurent polynomials on the real line 
when the coefficients g,, f, are positive (see [9, Theorem 6.51). Hence the 
related biorthogonal polynomials are in the real line and satisfy the 
relations (4.6). In other cases (4.6) defines polynomials biorthogonal on the 
409ill2'2.'5 
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circle, for example, the {Pn}, { Qn} in (3.1). We know (see Sect. 3) that 
P,(t; ~1, /I), Q,J-‘; ~1, /I) do not have real zeros and the associated Laurent 
polynomials 
R,(t) = tCn’2’Q,,(tr1; ct, j) (4.8) 
satisfy the relation (4.1), but f,, g, are not both positive. Another example 
of Laurent polynomials comes from the Ramanujan’s first integral (1.1). 
However, now there are only finitely many of them, and then the 
corresponding moments are infinite and the coefficients in the recurrence 
relation lose the required positivity. The integral (1.1) is convergent if 
aq 
1/2e2mk < 1; bq’/ze-2”k < 1 when a and b are supposed real and positive, 
m is real. 
In the case m = nk, q = e p2k2, (1.1) gives the moment of order n with 
respect o e2kr, i.e., when q”‘f(1’2)< a<qN-(“2’ then 
aq We2mk =aq”/2’ ~ n < 1 H n < N 
and when qN + (‘12) < b < qN ~ (‘j2’ then 
bq1/2e~2”‘k=bq’l/2’+“< lttn> -N. 
Then the integral (1.1) converges for InI 6 N and the corresponding 
moments of the function 
G(x; a, b) = e --‘l( -aqe2kx; q)oo( -bqe ~2kx; q)oo 
exist. Under these conditions the two following sets 
and 
P,(c a, b) = Q,(& b, a), n=O, l,..., N (4.9) 
satisfy the biorthogonal relation 
5 l tm P,(e2k”; a, 6) Q,(eCZk”; a, b) G(x; a, b) dx = a(n) 6,,,, (4.10) -m 
m, n 6 N. The proof is the same as given for the sets of polynomials on the 
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circle. Really the variable is e2kx and to compute the moments of G we can 
use the identity (1.1) with the right change of the parameter m, i.e., 
M(j) = j” + O” e2k”iG(x; a, b) dx 
--3c 
=4 ~ (i2/*) J;;(a9",2)-j~~~~~1;,-2iil:q) 
(bq"2; 4)j 
= M(O) (aq(‘/2)-./; q)i q 
-(,I, 
m 
=M(O) 'yP2; 41, 1 j 
( ) 
-- 
(a ‘q"'; q)j a ' 
Now we can conclude that 
R,(e2kx; a, b) = (e2kx)Cn’2’ Q,(e-““~y u, b), 
n = o,..., N, is the set of orthogonal Laurent polynomials related to G. It is 
interesting to note that the polynomials defined in (4.9) are very similar to 
those in (3.1) but the conditions on the parameters are different. Actually 
as a consequence of the real biorthogonality the polynomials in (4.9) have 
zeros on the real line and on the contrary many of the polynomials defined 
in (3.1) have complex zeros. For example, when n = 2, CI > f, /I > 1, 
0 < q < 1, the zeros of P2( t; c(, /I) are complex. The recurrence relation for 
these Laurent polynomials is 
b-q 2n ~ (I/2) 
2n ~ (3/2) R a-q 2n- I(t) 
-4 
~~1,2~(1 -q2”-1)(q~“‘2’+q2”~‘3’2)-a-b)R2n~2(t) 
(a-q*“-(5/*))(a-q*“-(3/*)) 3 
-4 
-~L,2~(l-q2n)(q-(1’2)+q2n-(“2kz-b) R2n~,(f) 
(a _ q*” ~ W2))(a _ q*” ~ U/2)) 1 
R,,(t)= 1; 
b - q112 
R,(t)= 1 + t--l -. 
1 - (7q’/*’ 
4 N+(1/2)<a <qN-(I/*); qN+W*) <b < qN-W*), 
It is easy to see that when n = l,..., [N/2] the coefficients f, and g, are 
positive, and when n = [N/2] + 1, g, is negative. 
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In (4.10) change the variable x to t = e2kx. The weight function becomes 
g(t; a, b)= (2/k)’ e -[‘“g(r)‘2k’2( -aqt; q)=,( -bqtr’; q)m 
with [0, +co[ assupport.Henceifa=q”,b=q”,N-$<cc,b<N+1and 
q+l 2 
QK1; 4’2 8) -+ 2F1 
P,(t; q’, 4”) -+ 2F, 
R,( t; q’, qp) + tCn”12 F, 
i 
-4 W!-P; t-’ 
(3/2)-n+a n 6 N, 
and as shown in Section I, 
lP- (10) 
‘-Y(q;q),g(f;q’,qB),(l+r)‘+“+(,,2i. 
J;; 
V. APPENDIX 
Under the same condition given in the Section IV there exists a set of 
orthogonal polynomials related to the weight function G in (4.10). They are 
n 
qn(t)= c 
(q-“; q),(a-- lq” - (l/w; q)r 
(4; 9wY”*~ 4L ( - aqt I’, 
n d N. (5.1) 
r=O 
To show the orthogonality it is sufficient to see that 
s 
+TZ qn(eZkx)  2kxmG(~; a, b) dx 
-- cc 
(-as)’ 1-y: e2kx(m+r)G(~; a, b) dx 
r=O (q; q),(bq112; q),(a-1q(1’2)+m; q), “. 
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By (3.3) this is 
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= M(O)( -a) -m (k+‘*; qMaW”; 4),(9-“; q)n 
(a-‘q”2; q),(bq”*; q)n(aq(1’2)pn-m; q)n 
=o if m <n, 
#O if m = n. 
This is equivalent to the orthogonal relation for the {qn}. In the same way 
it is possible to show that the polynomials 
n tq-“; 4)r(Gf- 1; q)r 
Pn(t) = rr; tq. q) (b- *q. q) (q3’*b-‘K > r 3 r 
(5.2) 
n = 0, l,...) satisfy the orthogonal relation 
1 n 
i 
(4 1/2e’x; q),(q1/2e-ix; q)= dx 
2n --s p,(e”) pmteLr) (as- 
l/2ei.r; q)~c(~4-(I!2)e~~.~; q)m =etn) 6m-rr’ 
The polynomials defined in (5.1) and (5.2) are the same, but different con- 
ditions are needed on the parameters. The orthogonality after (5.2) was 
given by Ismail [8]. There is a discrete orthogonality relation on the real 
line that was found by Hahn. See [2], which also includes a number of 
applications of this orthogonality. 
In the case a = 0 the integral (1.1) becomes 
+CC 
e 
&em2 
~x2+2mxt-bqe~2kr;q)~ dx=tbql,2e-2mk;q) . (5.3) -53 00 
This integral is convergent if 0 < b < qp “* (and m = 0) as showed in Sec- 
tion I. Hence (5.3) holds if m E N, in fact (5.3) is equal to 
e 
,z +m 
I 
e-‘*( -bqep2k”+m); q), dt 
--co 
when x = t + m, and this is convergent because 0 < becZk” < qmm(1/2). Then 
the weight function 
has positive moments of all orders with respect o e2kx. Let M(n) be the nth 
moment, then 
M(n)=q-- (‘+*)(bql’*; q),, M(0). 
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So there exists a set of orthogonal polynomials related to S(x). These 
polynomials are 
J,(t)= i (4 -7 q)r r:O (4; 4MW2; 4L (q 
(r,2)+ It)r. (5.4) 
To prove the orthogonality we show that 
fZ 
s,(eZkr) eZkmlS(x) fix 
-1 
=&f(O) f (4 ~-7 41, 
r=O (q; q),(bq”*; q)r (q(“2’+ Tq 
on + r,~:2(~q'!2; q), 
= M(O) 9 
(&2) -f W,“; 4L 
r=O (494L q 
r(1 +m) 
= M(O) q 44yq -‘I+*!+ I; q),, 
=o if m < n, 
#O if m = n. 
The polynomials defined in (5.4) were introduced by Hahn, and were 
studied by Moak [lo]. He found two other explicit orthogonal relations 
(see Theorems 1 and 2). 
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